Saab 9-7x aftermarket radio
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And very expensive computer chips sensitive to electrical currents. These harnesses are the
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time, money and headaches. Most importantly these save your factory warranty because there
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not available for this variation. Sometimes even the speakers are held in with molded funky
brackets They are not always needed. Many new cars come with specialized functions And very
expensive computer chips sensitive to electrical currents. I am trying to install an aftermarket
stereo head unit into my slaab. When i popped the stock stereo out, I noticed a large medal
bracket that is secured inside, which the stock stereo actually clipped into. Do I remove the
bracket? I have a pioneer head unit with no brackets on the sides. What do I do!! You need an
adapter to fit the standard unit on place of the Saab unit. Here is some information that you
should know before replacing your original saab with an aftermarket unit. The original unit was
designed to work perfectly with an environment of you Saab cabin. The original unit uses the
display and it is much less susceptible to be stolen. If you still have a problem you may need
custom brackets or just ask any stereo specialist stores. Trending News. Scalise says Biden is
president, but there's a catch. Fans mad that joke singers made it through on 'Idol'. Supreme
Court delivers blow to Trump with tax ruling. Deion Sanders says his office robbed while he
coached. Eyewitnesses recall horror of Denver airplane incident. Dylan Farrow says Woody
Allen 'was always hunting me'. Congresswoman: I defaulted on my student loans. UCLA
gymnast tearful as music superstar reaches out. Kate Winslet: Weight jibes were 'straight-up
cruel'. Vin M. Answer Save. Funzzy Lv 4. Jake B. Still have questions? Get your answers by
asking now. Heads, Subs, EQs, etc Bring it into our show room. Consult the sidebar, the
growing wiki or search the sub before asking questions. Use the Recommendations Form to get
advice from our community of enthusiasts in order to help you choose a system. Browse
through the CarAV Approved Gear list - a list of products that were hand-picked by our
knowledgeable community. It will help you get ideas for your new system. Use the modmail link
located directly above the mod list for all mod-related questions and concerns. Requests made
without using this feature will be ignored. A subreddit specifically for vendors, reddit
promotions, and introductions. Vendors, please use this area to introduce yourselves, submit
reddit-related discounts and sales, and occasionally promote new product lines. FuncGen
Signal Generator Android. SoundForm Signal Generator Android. AudioTool Android. Saab X Botched Aftermarket Install self. They told me I had to spend a bunch more money on
harnesses and adapters and so on, so I went ahead and took their word for it. I took the car in
over the weekend, they installed it, and half the functions are completely broken! For one, the
steering wheel controls are all wrong. The guy did get volume to work, but that's about it. The
seek buttons are backwards This is the unit they got for the steering wheel controls. But here's
what's more concerning. They did get a unit that worked with OnStar and the Bose amplifier in
my car Along with OnStar, my car has built-in Bluetooth which acts as a headset for my
cellphone. When I press the Bluetooth button on my steering wheel or the OnStar button on the
mirror , the head unit completely shuts off - the harness doesn't know what it's doing and just
cuts the power. I can still use the hands-free features, but I can no longer control the volume
This is also a serious problem if I have the GPS going and someone calls me I'm inclined to
think the Bluetooth hands-free and the OnStar button use the same internal processor, since
both of them will kill my head unit until I either end the call or press the button again to cancel
voice prompts. This is the unit that they bought for me My Saab is a , and I very clearly told
them that. Somebody goofed and had me pay tons of money for the wrong harness, and I'm
pretty pissed about it. I'm obviously going to go over there and tell them they did it totally
wrong, but what I need your help with, Reddit, is finding a harness that WILL work. That
supposedly will work, and it also retains the original chimes currently, it doesn't Any feedback
would be appreciated. I want to have the proper equipment in mind when going back to the
shop and telling them they did it wrong. I have only seen the ability to retain factory BT in the
just released at CES scosche harness or some of the idata link maestro rr or steering wheel
control harness. I level with ya too, our shop would have said no to doing a deck install on your
car because it is a mish mash of GM and Saab parts. People say the metra harness should work,
but I've yet to see a install go flawlessly with one. The issues you are describing sound like
what I've come to expect from doing a Saab. Good luck. Edit: I don't mean to come off so
negative, but I despise working on Saabs nothing works going in to them. You have parts that
will kinda work so you to try a bunch of stuff and a normal install that should only take about an
hour turns in a multi hour possibly multi day ordeal. See, I wish I had known this before I went
to get this thing installed. There were two main reasons I wanted a new head unit Even though
my came with a multi-function navigation system, there was no way to plug in an external music

source, even though older vehicles have had AUX inputs for years The GPS looked cool when I
bought the car but I quickly learned that it used DVD discs for the maps, which means it took
forever to initialize and I'd end up sitting in people's driveways for 5 minutes while the thing
loaded. On top of that, I'd frequently get "CD Error" and it would refuse to work for long periods
of time anyway. I honestly don't mind if it takes a while, as long as in the end I can get it
working. Funny thing is the shop I took it to thought it would take hours and they had it done in
less than an hour and a half. They clearly rushed the thing and gave up trying to get the steering
wheel controls to work properly. Both of them seem to be connected - they have the same
computer voice It's a bummer you may not have known ahead of time, it's a bummer the shop
may not have known ahead of time. After having nothing but trouble with Saabs the shop I work
at is very selective about if we will take one on for a job or not. Most the time we don't unless
were guarding the factory system and starting from scratch or the customer is well aware of the
fact upfront that there will more than likely be issues going forward after the install. And at that
point my boss is the only one who works on it and he charges a lot for it. Allowing for different
trim levels They are meant to step in front of the output signal from the OEM radio to the
speakers blocking that signal and then sending their own signal to the speakers. Or they send a
signal to the factory radio via a can bus network, a data network, allowing them to access the
speakers. More than likely the aftermarket harness is not interfacing with the signals or these
modules correctly. Well GM harnesses are recommended for Saabs they are notorious for not
working correctly or retaining all functionality. Saab wile owned by GM was getting given GM
platforms to them build their car on top of, those crazy Swedish bastards were notorious for
throwing away entire sections of the GM platform in favor of swapping it out for their own parts.
In your situation I would bring the car back to the shop that perform the install explain to them
what you're having issues with, and understand that in some vehicles it's just not possible to
retain OEM features when switching to an aftermarket head unit. For example in some vehicles
with rear seat entertainment it's not possible to re-integrated into an aftermarket set up because
there's control circuitry in the factory radio that drives the rear monitor and just outputting a
video signal will not allow the monitor to work. A reputable shop should be willing to work with
you to make sure that you are happy with the final result of your install. Yeah, my car has the
rear thing too, but at least THAT just doesn't do anything. It doesn't completely shut my radio
off I'm totally fine with that though, I hardly ever have people in the back seat, and even when I
do, they never use that feature. So as far as the Bluetooth thing goes Refer to installation
manual. See, here's the thing With the factory radio, it would basically freeze it meaning I can't
change the stations or anything, the only button that works is the volume , but I COULD adjust
the volume of the phone call. This place is pretty reputable, it's why I called them Whether for
home or car, they do everything, and they do car installs. It does seem like they tried to jump
the gun a bit though. I called back to schedule it and that's when I was told "oh, no, that guy
didn't realize you had Bose and OnStar, you need much more expensive stuff. Oh, and do you
want steering wheel controls? Could be a mute wire issue, could be that the canbus signal isn't
being read by your wiring harness correctly and it's shutting off your factory radio. I would think
an aftermarket kenwood double din would have a Bluetooth hands free feature, mind if I ask
why you aren't using that and are opting for the factory standalone? Because it doesn't come
with the Bluetooth module, I'd have to buy one. Just seems easier to use the one already in my
car, especially since it already has a microphone built in. Plus, I doubt I could wire the Bluetooth
call button from my steering wheel to the Kenwood anyway, I'd rather just leave it alone. I
recommend returning to the same shop and not touching anything in your car yourself. There
are hundreds of parts and thousands of cars - while someone should have been informed and
known all of this, it doesn't always work like that. Especially in a car like a Saab it's hard for
them to look at the computer and know they're being told the right part without a lot of
experience. That being said if my shop made a mistake like this it would be no issue for us to
acknowledge our error and correct it. However if you open your car up and start messing with
things i. Chime retention in your car probably doesn't mean original chime even if it says so.
Also you can have the shop turn the chime volume down on the module. Well, the guy seemed
pretty adamant that he couldn't get the steering wheel controls to work, so I'm not sure what my
options are anyway. I'm sure I can get them to put the correct harness in there, but for the
steering wheel controls, I think I'll have to leave it the way it is or try to fix it myself Steering
wheel controls are fairly easy to program.. If it isn't programming correctly or it forgets it's
programming then simply reprogramming it will likely not fix it. I've had what you describe
happen to me several times - usually I can fix it by swapping the module i. It should be the exact
same price and they do exactly the same - they're just made by different companies SWI-RC is
made by pac-audio. Which one gets put into the car usually ends up being installer preference
because they are functionally the same product. They should swap them free of charge if your

steering wheel controls aren't functioning properly. I think it was more just a case of the guy
who did the install not knowing what to set each thing to, since my car isn't actually supported
and there were no pre-made instructions The buttons he did do properly are fine, but the fact
the seek buttons are reversed just completely pisses me off and there's no reason it should
have been done that way other than sheer incompetence. I do see that the SWI-RC lists my car
on their page as being supported, so does that mean it would have the directions for it? It's not
incompetence that they're reversed - it's hard to explain, but it happens. Your SWC work on
values of voltage resistance and the module can read the wrong resistance. I've programmed
them before and had every button do the wrong thing but still function i. It is incompetence that
they didn't solve the problem before releasing the car to you. I also advise against trying to
program it yourself. Not because you are incapable, but because they will probably drop your
warranty if you do which makes it no longer their problem. I guess that makes sense. I just wish
they had spent more time trying to get it to work correctly rather than telling me the job was
done and saying "sorry, that's the best we can do". That programming order is interesting.
Where do those numbers come from - is that Saab's list, Kenwood's list, or what? The guy at the
shop told me nothing would match "Source -", and that chart would seem to agree. That's an
odd one I've never seen in another car anyway. Does that seem like it would make sense? I
could print out the directions and give that chart I made to the shop if that would make their job
easier. Current Kenwood Bluetooth radios have it built in and don't require another accessory.
This is how the mute wire functions on Kenwood radios. Volume for OnStar is set during the
install. That said, you should still be able to control the call with steering wheel controls. That
doesn't excuse poorly programmed buttons. Not the greatest sound quality but not bad. Only
Saab I'd work on is a x. It's a model or something like that. I didn't think I needed to pay more to
get a head unit with its own Bluetooth when my car already has one integrated. I would have
assumed "mute" is not the same as "cut the power to the entire unit" Wouldn't mute just be for
volume and not power? If the volume can be set when installing it, I wonder if it can just be
turned up to max then Therefore I'd rather have the speakers maxed out and I can always turn it
down if the person is talking loudly. But in my experience half the time they sit far away from
the phone and it's hard to hear, especially if I'm on the freeway. Depends how "limited". The
seek forward button was successfully mapped to previous, so I would assume the reverse is
also possible and that they just did it wrong. As far as FM presets are concerned, on the screen
itself I can switch between three modes Not hardly. I've seen those and they're insanely
overpriced for what they do. I already have a cheap Belkin FM transmitter anyway, and the
quality sucks. The other major issue was that in the factory unit, the GPS used actual DVDs for
the maps and it had no onboard memory to speak of, meaning every time I started the car, it
would have to spin up the disc and take at least two minutes to read it before even having the
slightest idea where I should go. And that was on a good day. Cleaning the lens worked for the
short-term but I still wanted to ditch that lousy unit for something flash-memory based.
Honestly where I think you're messing up is the part where you're going back to the same shop
that messed it up in the first place. Bring your car into a better shop, and either hand the guy 20
bucks for telling you everything that you need to make it work or have him do it. If the other
shop doesn't understand how to read a box, I'm not sure what more you want from them except
your money back. Well, the thing is that they supposedly have a lifetime guarantee for
installations, so I was planning to go back there and just tell them they screwed it up and that I
want them to get the right piece this time. I'm not sure they'd give me a refund as much as
they'd rather try to fix it, though I suppose that's a valid option too. I think the most important
thing I get out of this thread is what harness will actually work for my car, so I can be one step
ahead of wherever I decide to go. There will be a section on manually programming your SW
buttons. Since you won't be able to see your ASWC unit, just have faith that it worked and give
each of the long button pushes a couple extra seconds. Read the whole options list before you
program, there's one particular option you gotta watch out for. Thanks, I'll definitely do that. The
guy who installed it told me he put the little computer module directly behind the head unit, so
theoretically I could pull that out myself and fix whatever needs to be fixed. Hopefully the GMOS
can help you. Call us at for further information. They're pretty chill people. If you live near them
you can drive your car down and have them use it to figure out the encryption. They have a
center in FL and one in the midwest. You'd be doing everyone with your car a major favor.
Worst they're going to give you is a no, best is a solution over the phone. I'm gonna step back
and treat you like a customer for a second Or did you just want an AUX input or pre-outs for
your subs? Hmm, interesting. I'm in southern Florida at the moment so I can check how far
away they'd be. One was that I wanted an AUX input yes. I don't mean it loads the maps from a
disc So I'll be sitting in a driveway for three minutes while the disc spins up, and if I'm lucky, it
will tell me how to get to my next destination. Since I bought the car used, I have no idea how

the previous owner treated his entertainment system. But after a few months of driving it, I
started getting "CD Error" every few times I'd try to use the GPS, and the only way to fix it was
to put the car in park, take the disc out, and try again. I had several weeks where it refused to
work at all So I figured I'd just buy a head unit that stores the maps on a flash memory like any
sane engineer would have used. If the pictures really didn't matter to you, any phone on BT
does turn by turn vocal navigation through the speakers. This is a bit of a checkmate in the
industry, you have to give up something , it's just a matter of what you want to give up until
someone innovates the technology or you buy a new car. The Bluetooth in my car was only as a
headset, it didn't even let me play music or anything. So it wouldn't have given directions either.
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and join one of thousands of communities. CarAV submitted 6 years ago by drfsupercenter.
Want to add to the discussion? Post a comment! Create an account. And at that point my boss
is the only one who works on it and he charges a lot for it So the way I believe the Bluetooth and
OnStar modules work and I could be wrong is that they are separate modules apart from the
OEM radio. I just wish they had spent more time trying to get it to work correctly rather than
telling me the job was done and saying "sorry, that's the best we can do" So the SWI-RC should
work fine? My steering wheel controls look like this, from memory Just using common sense,
this is what I would map each button to But in my experience half the time they sit far away from
the phone and it's hard to hear, especially if I'm on the freeway Depends how "limited". What
good would that have done? When I restart the vehicle it does. There were two reasons I
replaced the head unit, which I mentioned in a reply to someone else.

